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Legacy™ Long Reach  
These single-post models are ideal for 
competition aquatic facilities. The ideal 
solution for pools with wide or parapet 
gutter systems.

Legacy II Dual Post™

This platform is the economical choice  
for recreational swimming facilities.

Legacy II Side Mount™

This low-profile platform works well for  
pools with limited deck space.

Legacy™ 
These single-post models are ideal  
for competition aquatic facilities.

Legacy™ Side Mount 
Ideal for narrow bulkheads or pools  
with limited deck space.

Varsity Deluxe
This low-profile platform is ideal for  
beginning competitors.
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RecordQuest™ 
This elite model is available with starting 
strobes to enable faster starts.

RecordQuest™ Long Reach 
For pools with. wide or parapet gutter systems 
the long reach version fits the bill.

legacy™

starting platforms
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Universal 
This platforms unique u-shape design 
provides a wide staging area that promotes 
safe platform access and doubles as a 
combination coaching step/rest area.

universal recordquest™

New! Build-a-block Configurator!
Quoting and specifying made easy. Configure your own starting blocks 
online with three easy steps:

1. Choose: Type of mount and number of posts
2. Specify: Critical dimensions such as height over water and setback
3. Customize Add your team logo, custom colors, strobe lights and more!
The Build-A-Block Configurator generates a basic specification document 
that can be emailed or printed out and taken to your distributor for a quote.

Visit www.srsmith.com/build-a-block and try it today.

Our starting platforms meet FINA, NCAA, NFSHA, USMS, USAS and competition pool rules  
and regulations.

WoN at the StaRt
Give yourself an advantage from the start with an S.R. Smith starting 
platform. You can’t go wrong with a line that covers everything from 
recreational racing to elite competition. Combine virtually any of our 
platforms with our high performance anchoring system and guarantee 
yourself a RockSolid™ advantage.
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This high-performance anchoring system has an innovative expandable wedge assembly that 
places continuous and consistent pressure on the platform post. This design virtually eliminates 
“wobble,” so say goodbye to instability.

Available in single and dual-post models• 
Single-post accommodates 2.5" square tubing• 
Dual-post accommodates 1.90" OD round tubing• 
Heavy-duty welded 304 stainless steel  • 
construction with a durable polyurethane liner
Fully adjustable bronze wedge assembly• 
Anchor cap removal tool provided• 
Grounding lug• 

oPtIoNaL Safe-t-CaP
Utilizes the anchor’s wedge bolt to tighten and secure in place• 
Heavy duty welded 304 stainless steel construction• 
Sits flush to the deck when in place• 

rocksolid™ anchor

Choose from 4 backstroke handle designs
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Dual-post RockSolid anchor

Actual product colors may vary.  
Custom colors also available.

radiant white

tReaD CoLoR

silver gray

royal blue

fRaMe CoLoRS

polished steel

angled handle horizontal handle

U handle h handle


